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Abstract. Motivated by a desire to attempt a unified description of some recently
observed phenomena such as the unusual events in the taeep underground experiments
at Kolar, the dilepton events initiated by high energy laboratory neutrino beams,
the possible production of a new heavy lepton in e+ e- annihilation along with the
conventional weak interaction processes, a Un gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions is proposed. The theory makes use of six flavours of quarks
(Charm, Taste and Grace plus the three old SUs flavours), each in three colours,
and correspondingly six lepton-types. The introduction of the corresponding letmiens, and their assignment to representations of the proposed Ua group, is dictated by the stringent requirements of attaining an anomaly free renormalizable
gauge theory and of ensuring that the neutral currents turn out strangenesspreserving. A spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking mechanism is employed
to generate the mechanical masses of the vector gauge-bosons of the theory (other
than the photon) and of the quarks and the leptons. Diagonalisation of the quark
mass matrix so generated enables a natural introduction of mixing angles including
the Cabibbo-angle.
Keywords. Us(W)-gauge theory; weak and electromagnetic interactions; Kolar
events; new leptons; new flavours; spontaneous symmetry breaking; Cabibbo-angle.
1.

Introduction

With the availability of high energy neutrino beams in the laboratory and f i e
setting up of deep underground experiments exploiting cosmic ray neutrinos in
recent 2~ears, a whole series of new weak interactiort phenomena are begig.n.ing to
show up. On the theoretical side a large 9..umber of attempts have bee9. made to
construct models of weak a.~ld eleotromagr~etic interactions following the elegant
proposal of Wcinberg (1967) and Salam (1968) for cog.structiI~g SU2 @ UI gauge
theories that are spontaneously (vacuum) broken to pro~,ide a ' s o f t ' ge~eration
of mechanical masses of the various particles i9..volved. The theories so constructed are renormalizable--a property that is widely considered as most desirable,
at least for theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
In recent tmdergrotmd experiments in the Kolar gold mines, Krishnaswami
et al (1975) reported havi~g observed some very urmsual events. Assuming that
these events truly represent a new weak interaction phenomenon, a~d assuming
that they are initiated by the cortventional neutrinos (electronic or muonic) in
cosmic rays, the question naturally arises whether they may be given a possible
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description in terms of a urtified gauge theory of weak a~d electromagnetic interactions. The SU2 Q U1 gauge models proposed so far iv_ the literatv.-e do not
seem to provide a r.atural place for such events co.'~.sistent with the above assumptions.
l.o the present work we propose a U3 ( ~ SU3 Q U,) gauge theory of weak and
electromagnetic i~teractions that might, perhaps enable us to interpret the Kolar
events in a tmified framework alon.g with all the new and the old weak i~.teractio1~
pheuome~ta. Te distinguish the use of the U3 group made here from that made
ia other contexts, we shall refer to our proposal as a U3 (W) [ ~ SUB (W) Q U~(W)]
gauge theory. We shall assume that the Kolar events represent a certain
spectacular decay mode of a new heavy charged lepton. Recent experiments
(Beatvenuti etal 1975 a; Faissrter etal 1976) using high energy-muonic-~eutrinos
produced i~ the laboratory have so far olJ.lyindicated that the supposed Kolar
particle, if produced by muonic neutri_v.os,is most unlikely to be electrically neutral.
It is ~tot kv.ow~ whether it is p;oduced (if at all) by the muo.~.ic neutrinos or by the
electro.tic-neutrinos (i~. the latter case laboratory experimevts will find it hard to
p_.'oduce it, whereas there is no such lim~tatio~ on cosmic ray neutrinos, a sizable
f;actio.l of ~vhich is of the electronic type). Future experiments will have to decide
the issue. In the mean.while we assume the existeatce of aa~. electron type heavy
lepto~l E (with charge Q = ~ 1) a~.d of a muou type heav2~ lepton M (with charge
Q = - - I). We thea~ assume that .01 ~- (v,, ez, EL) and 2~ ~- (v~, tzz, ML) (subscript L sta~ding for the left-hattded chiral projection) form two triplets belongiI~.g
to the 3-representation of SU3 (W).
Ia constructh~.g the U3(W) gauge theory we have to comply with very severe
theoretical as well as phe~omenological co~straints. The theoretical constrai~.t
is supplied by dem0.t~.dhtgthat ~to axial-vectoz anomalies be present in the U3(W)
gauge theory. With this group the o,,.ly simple way of getting iid of all such
a~lomalies is to ensure their ca~Jc~.llation between the lepton sector a~d the quark
sector. Pheaome~ologically we have the constrak~.t that the quarks ~ t e r the
theory ia such a way that no strattge~.ess-ehangia~g neutral currents appear. Furthermore the quarks must be introduced ht a maamer consistent with the co~vez,,
tioaal hadro~ spectroscopy. To take care of all these constraints in the enlarged
framework of the SU~ (W)@ U~(W) gauge theory we first assume that apart
from the conventional three flavours carried by t h e " light" quarks (u, d, s) we have
three additional flavours--the first of which is the nowwell known Charm (Q) flavour
as~d the remaining two are new flavours named Taste (c5) and Grace (,~) carried
respectively, by three " h e a v y " quarks c, t a~d g. Each of the quarks, c, t and
g carries the same electric charge Q = + 2/3 and is singlet uttder the conventional
strong interaction SU~. Each. of the six flavours of quarks is further assumed to
appear in three colours (red, blue at~d white) to take care of the requirements of
hadron spectroscopy. For each colour then we form two triplets ql ~ (d'z, u'z,
t'z) raid q~ ~ (s'z, c'z, g'L) belonging to the same (to avoid strangeness-chastging
neutral curre~ts) representatiott-3*, of the group SU~(W). Here the prime indi.
cates suitable mixtures of the quarks to be discussed later. The representation-3*
is chose.a, sit, re the lepton triplets have been placed in the representation-3 and
we aim for a cancellation of all anomalies between the quarks and the leptons"
To ensure this fully we have to introduce, in fact, six triplets of (L-projections of)

U3 gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions
leptons [each belonging to the 3-represen.tation of SU3(W)]
the six (_3*) triplets of quarks (iI~'ctudi~g colour).
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correspo~diug to

Thus we have six lepton-types

in the theory. We have further to make sure that the sum of the elecUic charges
of all tbe quark,~ and all the leptoas together ~¢aaishes to completely get rid of
all possible a~aomalies i~ the complete theory. Tile right-ha~lded R-compo~.ents of
the various fetmio, s a i e assumed to be singlets of SU3(W). While most of tl;t~
new leptons may be too heavy tc be playi~Jg a~Jy pheaome~ological role at the
present energ:es, all of them are ~.eeded for the above theoretical tensor_. I;~ any
case some of the :new heavy leptons will be seen to be possibly playing a roh~
already in the recently di;co~ered l~.ew phel~.omei~.a.
T~e next tech~lical step is to implement the spo~tal~eous breaking of the U~(W)
gauge symmetry. For this we employ three suitable complex scalar triplets of
Higgs fields. It is e~lsured in this way that eight vector gauge-bosons acquire
mechanical masses leaving a ninth vector boso~t mass-less to be identified with
the photon. The symmetry breaking also e-~mbles a generation of the felmion
mechanical masses. Iu the case of the quarks the diagonalisatiou of the ~o generated mass matrix is used te ide~tify the primed combinations of the quark fields
that enter the weak ix~teractiox~s. This provides a natural way of incorporating
the Cabibbo-angle.
It could ve;y well taca oat that the U3 (W) gauge theory of unified weak aaad
electromagnetic interactica~s proposed here has relev~ce to high energy physics
(see section 6). In that case a rich crop of phenomena are implied by the theory,
some of which are perhaps already showing up. A proper evaluation, however,
will require a great deal of experimental wo~'k establishing the n.ew quark flavours
as well as definitive details of the new weak it~teractio.'~, processes.
The quark flavoms a , d leptoz~.-types employed in the present work are described in section 2, alo:~g with the specifications of the U~(W) representatio~ts
chosen for the fermions. In sectio~ 3, we implemev_t the U,(W) gauge symmetry
breaking by the vacuum and obtain the mechax~.ical masses of the gauge-bosons.
I.q sectio~ 4 the fermio~, masses are i~_troduced usi~tg the above symmetry breaking
mechanism, thereby briugi~xg ia~ also mixi~g angles such as the Cabibbo-angle.
In section 5 the i~tecactioa,.s of the gauge-boso.,_~.s with the lepto~s and quarks are
given, setti~tg up thereby the mai~t eleme.~.ts fo; phea~.ome.,~ological applications.
The final section 6, is devoted to a brief gea~.eral disettssio~t of some of the qualitative
pheammenological implicatio~ts of the theory at prese~.t. Those readers who are
not particularly concerned with the tech~dcal theoretical details may easily skip
sections 3 and 4.
2.

T h e s i x qua~k-flavours and lepton-types

The Ua(W) ~ SU3(W)~) Ux(W) gauge theory of weak and electro-magnetic
h~teiactio~s we propose here, makes use of six flavours of quarks. To the three
flavours of the co~ve~ttio~tal SU3 carried by the (" light ") quarks (u, d, s) with
electric charges tt (q_ 2/3, "-- 1/3, - - 1/3), we add three more flavours, one of
which is the well k.uowz~ Charm (~), aJ~d the other two to be called Taste (~) wad
"If need be we may cast the theory in terms of integrally charged (Han-Nambu) quarks
rather than the fractionally charged (Gell-Mann-Zweig) quarks. Howeverthe notation and presentation is much neater in terms of the latter and so we shall employ these in tMs paper.
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Grace (~), carried respectively by three (" heavy ") quarks c, t and g. Each of
these quarks, c, t, and g carries the same electric charge Q = + 2/3 aald is a
si~.glet trader the ooaventional SU3. The electric charge is thus represen.ted by
Y 2
Q = I3 -4- ~ q- ~ (C +c5 -1- if),

(2.1)

where the only nc~-zero values of C, c5 and ~ ar~: ~ = 1 for c, c5 = 1 for t attd
= 1 for g. The baryon r~umber of each of the six quarks is B = 1/3. Each
quark flavour is assumed to come in three eolours (red, blue astd white). It
should be noted that whe~lever throughout this paper a quark term is written in
the Lagrartgiav, it is really a sum over all the three colours, though we do not
indicate this explicitly to simplify the writing.
Let us dertote the eight hermitiat~, gea~erators of SU3 (W) by G,, a = 1, 2 . . . . 8,
as~d the hermitiaal generator of UI(W) by Go :

(G~, Gb) = i f~oG,, (G~, Go) -= O.

(2.2)

We shall assume that q~ ~ (d'r., uL, t'z) attd q2 =- (s'L, c'z, g'L) belong to the 3*representatiolJ,

of SU3(W), where

uL ------½ (1 + Ys) u,

uR = ½ (1 --~'5) u, etc.

(2.3)

and

C'
Here Sz and $3 are 2 × 2 a~td 3 × 3 real orthogonal matrices, respectively. Thus
we, allow possible mixia~.g of the two negatively charged quarks among themselves,
as well as of the three positively charged heavy quarks among themselves. The
precise forms of these matrices will be introduced later (section 4) wheal the gaugesymmetry is broken spontaamously attd the thereby generated quark mechanical
mass matrices are diagonalized so that the qu~rks u, d, s, g, t, c become the mechanical-mass eigeslstates. This will introduce the quark mixings aslgles (including
the Cabibbo-angle in $2).
rn the 3*-represeatatioils the generators G~ are given by G, = ½ ( - - ~o), where
A~, a = 1,..., 8, are the co:.~verttional SU3 hermitian matrices of G-ell-Matin
(1962) (½ A, being the hermitiaat generators of the 3-representation). We shall
also use the ninth Gell-Maml matrix A0 ~- ~/2/3 1 so that
[A~, A~] = 2if,~, a~, (a, b, c = 1, 2 , . . . , 8),

(2.5)

Tr (a,Z,) = 2~,, (i,j = O, 1, 2 , . . . , 8).

(2.6)

hi terms of the Us(W) get,craters the charge operator is given by

Q=

Gz+k/3G8

+Go,

so that Go = 1/3 for each of the above quark triplets q~ a~d q2.
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The right-haxtded, R-components, of all the quarks are taken as singlets of
SU3(W) with G o = Q = 2 / 3
for UR, C'R,t'R,g'R and G o - - - - Q = - - 1 / 3 for d'R
and s'R.
Irt introducing lepto~.s into the U~(W) gauge theory we shall have to meet the
requirement that all axial-vector anomalies in the quark-sector are to be carlcelled
by those in the lepton-sector.N Thus correspoz~ding to the six triplets of quarks
(including colour), each beloIlging to the 3*-representation of SU3(W), we intredace six triplets of leptons, each belonging to the 3-represeJ~.tatio~. of SU~(W),
and further make sure that the total electric charge of all the quarks and all the
leptons together adds upto zero. All a~tomalies will thus disappear. We are
in this way led to six lepton-types.
It should be noted that the above requireme~t can1 as well be met by taking six
quark triplets to belong to the 3-representation aatd six lepton triplets to belong
to the 3*-representation (of course, ttsil~.g a differel~t set of quarks and leptons).
However, we prefer the above choice o~t phe;~ome~ological considerations (see
the discussion point (7) of Kolar eve~tts irt section 6) requiring the leptov.s E and
M to be charged (Q = - - 1 ) and not l~eutral.
The six lepton triplets will be denoted by .6~ ~ (v,, eL, E,), .e~ = (v~,/~L, Mr),
2s ~- (n~L, IjL, L,L), 2 , ~ (n~r., 12L, L2L), .05 --~ (P~L, V~L, V~L) and 2~ ~- (P~L, v~L, V2L).
The subscript L again sta~.ds for the left-haJ~.ded projection, a~d we shall assume
that vo and 5, are left-haJ~ded (though there is ~.o difficttlty in relaxing this if need
be). The new leptons E a~)d M have charge Q = - - 1, the former being of the
electron-type arid the latter of the muo~.-tyge. Amo-~g the four additional lepto~types, the leptons l~,/2, L~ avd L~ have Q -- - - 1 ; n~, ha, v~, va, I/1, V~have Q = 0 ;
and p~ as~d p~ have Q = ÷ 1. Correspo~tdi~.gly, we lmve Go -- ~2/3 for 21, ,0~,
23 at~d 2a and Go = 1/3 for £~ ~.,~.d Z?~. The right-ha~ded projections of the
leptons are all taken to be singlets of SU~(W) aa~d thus have Go = Q.
We should emphasize that the introductions, of the large number of ~ew leptons
here has bee~ dictated by the requirement of co~tstructing aa~. anomaly-free renorrealizable gauge theory. The leptons of the triplets 2~, .O~, 26 can all be made
very heavy and need not play important pheatome~ological roles at the present
~xperimental energies. The other three triplets will be seen to be possibly playing
crucial roles already (ste sectio~t 6).
One more point may be noted here. The rather large number of leptons had
to be introduced since the two quark triplets qa and qz of any colour have both
beert taken to belong to the same triplet 3*-represe~ttatio~. aud so cam~ot ca.,~.cel
anomalies among themselves. Their assig~tmea,.t to the same representation is
essential for ensuring that ~.o stra~tge~.ess-cha~.ging neutral currents appear in
the theory. Thus rather stringent theoretical as well as phe~.omenological requiremertts are at the back of the above choice of the lepton-types in parallel with the
quark flavours and colour, making the total ~.umber of quarks (ir~cluding colour)
equal to the total :~umber of lepto~ts in the theory. There is prescott thus a deep
seated quark-lepton analogy in the theory.
,b For a general discussion on ways of constructing anomaly free theories, see Georgi and
Glashow (1972).
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3.

Masses of the vector gauge-bosons

To illustrate the standard method ~J of settialg up the gauge theory, the vacuum
(spoataneous) breaking of the gauge symmetry and the ge~.e:atio~ thereby of the
mechanical masses of the vector gauge boso~.s ir~. the p,:ese~.t model, we start with
the example of just oJ,.e left-l-a~.ded fermion triplet (3 of SU3 (W) with Go = - - 2 / 3 :
~bt. ~- ½ (1 + 7s) (~b~,~b,, ~bE). This will eaable an. uncluttered prese,.tation, whilc
the other fermions ca~). be added on later in a~. obvious mamler.
We shall introduce three triplets of complex scalar (Higgs) fields 4(~;
4 0) ~- (4, (1), 42 (i~, q~a(i)), i = 1, 2, 3, each belongi.ng to the 3-representation of
SU3(W). The charges of the 4 (1~ triplet are takea as (0, - - 1, - - l) corresponding
to Go = ~ 2/3, while the charges cf the triplets 4, ¢21 a~.d 4 (z) are taken as
( + 1,0,0) so that Go : -]- 1/3 for both of these triplets. The U3(W) gauge
symmetry breaking will be implemeated, co.'.~sisteJ~t with charge co~.servatiov.,
by arrao.ging the (deger.erate) vacuum state to be such that (41a))o : (4~(~))o
= (43(3))o ~ 0, while all the remaining compo~.e~.ts have zero vacuum expectation values.
Before we break the gauge symmetry we have to set up the Lagra;).gia~. density
invariaat trader the following SUa(W)@ U~(W) gauge transformations (irt all
expressions throughot, t we sh,~ll umderstand the triplet symbol to mean a column
matrix; also repeated indices a, b , . . . are summed over 1 to 8):

(x)-+ [s (x) So

(x)],

(3. l)

4 t, ) (x) ~ [S (x)S~') (x) 4 'i ) (x)],

(3.2)

S (x) = exp i -~ w~ (x)

(3.3)

where
,

So(x) = S~ol'(x) = e x p f - - i 2 w o (x)] ,

(3.4)

SoC2)(x) = S~8) (x) = exp [ i 1 wo(x)] ,

(3.6)

and wo (x), a = 1, 2 , . . . 8, and wo (,x) are the l).i~;e arbitrary real gauge fmtctioils.
It is extremely couve.fiel~.t for computations to i~.troduce correspo~.dktg to the
reducible ~tine compoa~.elJ.t complex columal matrix 4 (~ Q 4 (2) @ 4 (3) an associated
(3 × 3) complex matrix • whose columJts are precisely 4 (~), 4 (~), 4(a); i.e., the
elements of the matrix are
(~)o ~ 4~'~; i, j = 1, 2, 3.

(3.6)

The gauge transformations (3.2) then can be written all together using a product
of (3 x 3)-matrices :

q)--> S~To,

To ~ diag

'

3 w0
,

')

~ w0
C

~ o
,

(3.7)

C

HAlarge number of reviews exist in the literature. The author has greatly profited from
the reviews of Dass (I973), B6g and Sirlin (1974), Zumino (1972) and Lee (1972). References
to the original literature may be traced from these reviews.
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To arrive at the gauge ixwaria~.t Lagraa,.giaa~. we have ~.ow to iv.toduce nive re~l
vector gauge-bosom, fields U~o(x) a~.d B~(x)with the gauge trovsformztiov.
properties:
U# ~ (Ulaaaa) -->.S O . S -1 + _2
if S (b,S-X),

(3.8)

B~ -+ B~ --~,, bt~Wo(x),

(3.9)

where f aatd f ' are real coupling parameters.

Defining as usuol

F~,= =-- b~Bv -- bvB~,,

(3. l 1)

and imroducing the gauge-co~ariant derivatives:
i

(D~$L) ~ {3~ + ~fU~ + i f ' ( - - ~ ) B ~ }

~z,

(3.12)

(D~q~) ~ b~,q) + if (u~q) + B~, q)to),

(3.13)

2

where to is a (3 x 3)-diagonal matrix
3'3'

X f

l)

f!
2 ~ A 8 + ~ 3 As ; ~-= V 3 f '
(3.14)

we may now write a U3(W) gauge invariant Lagr~mgian density
L1 = - - ¼ .ff~,p. Otz,a - - ¼Fu~ F~,~ - - ~r.7~,(Dt,~bL)

-- Tr {(D~) t(D~,~)) -- V(~).

(3.15)

Here V(~b) stands for a suitable Us(W) invariaa~.t potential ftmction involving
invariattts built out of the fields ~(*J, Besides the quadratic invariants like
(~,)t ~ o ) mid the quartic i-t~variattts like (~.)t ~o)) (~(~)]-~ ) ) , it will also involve
the cubic iuvariant ~,,~,~ q~t~2~~b ~3)_si~ce the latter is J~_oton.ly SU~(W) invafiant
but U1 (W) invariant a~ well all accotmt of the sum of the Go values of the tMee
scalar triplets being zero. H
Trte parameters ~ t e r i n g V (~) can be chosen such that we have a vacuum breaking of the gauge symmetry with (~lCl))0 : ((~2(2))0 : (~3(3))0:/= 0 (other vacm:m
expectation values = 0). This breaks the Uz(W) gauge symmetry in such a way
that Q is still conserved. This means that in the manifold of the 18 real fields
comprising the three complex scalar triplets, 8 real scalar fields play the role of
massless Goldstone fields that combine with the vector gauge boson fields in such
a way as to disappear from the theory, while 8 orthonormal combinations of the
gauge bosons become massive leaving only one m~ssless (orthogonal) gauge boson
that caJt be iden.tified with the photon.
There will thus remaii~. 10 real scalar
fields, all becoming massiw, and their masses can be made as large as one pleases
by suitably arranging the parameters in V(~). A particularly simple choice of
V(q~) is given for illustration, in appendix A.
)JNot¢ thus the subtle contrast with the considerationsof Bardakci and Halpem (1972).
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These features are best brought out if we make tbe substitution
-= exp [ i _A~0, ( x ) ] 7, ~ S (0)7,,

(3.16)

where 0, (x) are 8 real scalar fields and we impose oil 7, correspondingly 8 conditions
Tr [~, (7, - - 7,t)] = 0,
(3.17)
so that 7, iv.volves o)fiy 10 independent real fidds p~ (x), po (x) and ~o (x):
7, ~ ½ A, p, -1- ½A0 (po + iao) =-- ½ p + ½ A0 (po + iao).

(3.18)

The columI~s of 7, will be denoted by ~b~o, i : 1, 2, 3, and correspond to the q~(o.
Correspondiltgly, we also make the sabstitutioJts:
2 S (0) ( ~ S -~ (0),)
Wt, (x) ~ S (0) Ug S -~ (0) + ~f

(3.19)

Column (v,, eL, EL) ~ £x (x) -- S (0) ~r. (x).

(3.20)

We farther define

G~,~ = ~ W~, - - ~p Wu~--,,J'J'~bo Wt,~Wvo.

(3.21)

Then we have
Tr {(D~,7,)t (D~,TJ)) - - V (~),

(3.22)

where

(D~l) ~ lb~-4- ~i f W .
(D,7")

-t- if

7, + iS(W~7, +

(--~)B. } ~l,
7, to),

(3.23)
(3.24)

aud V(~b) sta)~.ds for the potential ftmction in terms of the triplets ~b"L
Now from amortg the i~fitfitely degenerate vacua we choose the physical world
vacuum to be such that
(7,)0 = r]l, r/ real.
(3.25)
The theory may be recast in terms of displaced fields, i.e., in terms of ~ ' where,
7t ~ 7,' Jr- ~1 attd (7,')0 = 0. To keep the xtotation simple we drop the prime,
i.e., we make the displacement
7, .

7, + z/1.

(3.26)

The resulting poteJ.tial fu~ctioz. ¢:isplays masses generated for the ten real fields
p,, po aatd no, the 8 massless fields 0o having disappeared (see appendix A). Also
as a result
Tr {(D,7,)t(D#7,)) --->r r {(O~,7,)t (D,7,)} -ff2~2
+ f ~ Tr {)~ ~ (~ + ao~o)} + - ~ Tr~kr ~),

(3.27)
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where
W ~t~

W~ + BJo.

(3.28)

We thus see the complete diappearance of the 8 real (Goldstone) fields 0, from
the theory while the vector gauge-bosons attail~ through the last term of eq. (3.27)
a mechanical mass term:
Lma., ( W ) =

f~
4

Tr (W~2)

---- - - f 2 v * i W~,+W~- q- R + R ;

+ H~,H*t~ q- ½(1 + (?) Z~u -j- ½ Z~t~],

(3.29)
where we have defined (the orthonormal mass diagonalizing combinations):

w;

1
- -c2

:F iw,,o,

1 (W~4 :F iW~5),

/~"~ =--

~/2

H,, -

1

-iw,,,),

H , , * __

~/ 3

V3~
A~, --= 2 ~ / ~

1

1 (W~,6 q- iW~,7),

V2

2or

[
1
2
~ W~,~+ ~/3 Wt'8 ÷ ~

B~

]

.

(3.30)

The vector field A~ remains massless, whereas th~ other eight vector fields attain
non-zero masses. We shall se~ in section 5 that A~ couples to the minimal electriccharge current and is to be identified with the photon field. We thus have finall2~
for the masses of the vector gauge bosons in terms of ~, f , and ~ ~_ ( 2 f ' / v / 3 f ) :
m z (W +) ----m z (R +) -- m ~ (H, ~¢) = m ~(Zz) = J ~ "q~,
m' (Z~) ----f~ ~7~ (1 q- oz).

(3.31)

The weak and electromagnetic interactions of all the leptons astd the quarks in
terms of these intermediate boson fields will be writte~ in section 5.

4. Fetmion masses, Cabibbo-angle
To generate mechanical masses for the fermions we now introduce U3(W) invariant
non-derivative Yukawa (Y) coupling of the fermions with the scalar triplets q~<o
into the Lagrangian de~lsity. On implementing the spontaneous symmetry breaking
described in sectio,t 3 ; i.e., by making the substitutions T for @, etc., and making
the displacemev.t ~bj") ~ ~bj¢*~+ ~/8,j, we will ge~terate mass-like terms for the fermiens. With the imposition of suitable relations among the various coupling
constants we shall then obtain the desired mass terms.
Consider first the quark mosses. Here the coupli~g constaltts arc chosen to
ensure first that the L- and R- components combine correctly in the resulting
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mass terms. As a requireme~tt we shall also impose the further condition that
in the resulting mass-matrix the " l i g h t " quarks do not mix with the " h e a v y "
quarks. Thus the two negatively charged quarks d and s may mix among themselves on the one hand and the positixely charged heavy quarks c, t and g amovg
themselves on the other. Let us simply write down the resulting general coupling
term Lv (q):
--

Lv (q) = ala~ (ql • ~b~2~) + a2d'R (ql • ~bin) %- a3g'R (qz .

~(11)

%- b [g'~ (ql • ~bin) %- d'R (qz • ~b~l))]

+ ~ [i'~ (q~.. ¢,~') + g'~ (q~. 4,~)]
+ / h [~'~ (qz • ¢ ~ ) + e'~ (q~. ~.~)]
%- B3 [i'R (q~." ~b(e)) %- e'~ (q~. ~b~3))]q- h.c.,

(4.1)

where al, a2, a3, Ax, A2, A3, b, B1, B~ m~.d B~ are all real couplh~g constmlts
and where, e.g., (ql • 4'~) staa~ds for the SUz(W) invariam which in matrix ~otation has the form (qa~b~)). Now o~1. makfi~.g the replaceme~.t 4,/~ -> ~b~~) %- ,78m
we obtain
-- rv (q) ~

--L~,~ (q) = ~

[

a~(au)%-(d',~')dd~

%-(~', t',O')dd~

0t~(~

(4.2)

- - L v ( q ) - - L.,.,~ ( q ) ,

~ b),
a~

O~a ~

S'

(g)l
t'
¢t

B1 A~ B~
Ba B~ A~

-b

(4.3)

(4.4)

We now diagon.alize the real symmetric mass-matrices ,/0/~ ~.d ~Tdl~. To diagonalize ~ z we use a 2 × 2 real orthogonal matrix S~ and identify the eigealstates
of definite mass with the d astd the s quarks. The general 2 × 2 real orthogonal
matrix is specified in terms of o~e real angle, which we shall identify with the
Cabibbo-angle O. We cast thus take
(d')
(d)
(
cos0 sin0~
s' = S ~
,
S z - - - - s i n O cosO]
(4.5)
Writing for the diagonal mass-matrix:
~7S;* O] ~.S~= diag (me, m,),

(4.6)

aad de~mting the mechaaical masses of the quarks u, d, s by m,, me, m,, we have
the result:
~a t m,, ~az ----me cos ~ 0 %- m, sin z O,
=

~Ta~= ma sin ~ 0 %- m, cos ~ 0,
~Tb = (m, - - m~) cos 0 si~ 0.

(4.7)
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Note that d' d' + ~' s' ---- dd + ~s, a combinatior~ that will appear in the ~teutral
currea~.ts, avoiding any strangertess-chaa~ging terms in them (Glashow et al 1970).
To diago~alize 0/a we use a 3 × 3 real orthogonal matrix Sa as~d identify the
eigenstates by the g, t, c quarks.
Now $3 requires three angles for its g¢;.eral
specification. Is) order to avoid the irttroduction of too mar~y parameters into
the theory at this stag~, we shall make here almost the simplest phenomertological
approximation for illustration (the more general case may be coJ*sidered in future
if need be) :

(g') (!)
t'

-----Sa

,

Sa ~-

C'

(io

cos~
sin ¢

~sin~
,
cos ¢ , /

(4.8)

so that
~S~"-1 J,~Sa ~ diag (mo, m~, m,),

(4.9)

and

~A 1 ~ mo;

B1 "~ B~ ~- O;

•,/A~ ~- m~ cosZ 4~ + m~ sin z ~k, ~7A3 x mt sin2$ + m~ cosZ$;
~/Ba ~ (m, - - m,) cos q~ sin ~,

(4.10)

and
g'-g,t'~

tcos~--csin~b,

c'-

(ccos~+tsin~).

(4.11)

Note that g'g' + t't' + g"c' ---- ~g + ft + 8c quite exactly. Thus we have identified the primed quarks, of section 2 appearing in the weak interaction theory.
Coming now to the lepton masses, we proceed in the same manner as above
except that now we impose the condition that there be no mixing of the leptons
in the mass term at all, i.e., the leptons as introduced are already the mass-eigenstates. If we assume that ve, v~, ate the onl~ purely left-hm~ded leptons (which
if need b~, carl be relaxed) we obtail: mass terms for each of the remaining leptolJs,
indepertdent of o~te another. To simplify w, itiag we illustrate this just for one
type of leptons: ni, l~, L~. We can write the U3(W) invmia~.t Yukawa term in
the Lagrangian density Ly (Ba):
- - L y (.e~) = k ~

(.e~ • ~" ~t) + k'~ l ~ (.e~. 4,~t) +

-1- k'%/~,u~ (da . ¢{z)t) _q_b.c.,
where k3, ka', k3" are all real coupling consta~tts.

Cj(~)--+ Cj") + r/~o; we get

(4.12)
Making the replacement

--Lv (£8) -~ -- Lz (B3) -- L,,,, (£3),
--

Lm,s, (a~3) ~- m (nz) (~zn,) -k m (l,) ([Jz) q- m (L~) (LxL~),

(4.13)

(4.14)

where the masses are thus identified as
m (nl) = kar/, m (/1) -- k'3~/, m (L1) = k"a~l.

(4.15)

Thus all the fermio~as can be given mechanical mass terms as a result of the
spontaneous symmetry breaking of the Ua(W) gauge symmetry.
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Interaction of the vector-bosons with the quarks and the leptons

Having indicated the essential technical steps in the previous sections we cao now
write down the weak and electromagnetic interaction.s including all the fermions.
It is to be remembered that each quark term really staslds for a sum over the three
colours.
We may write the interactions of the fields W~a and B~, introduced in section 3
with the quarks and the leptons as Lint (q,-°):

--Lint (q, o ) = f W ~ , J~a + f ' B j ~ ,

(5. I)

where J~a are the G,-currents of the fermions and j~ the G0-current. Thus

--iJ~, ~

2

~,yg ( ~ ) Z°, -5

'~--1

2

gl,7g(--~a) q~,

(5.2)

i=1

4

6

11=1

1=5

2
t~l

+ [P~R~,,, pl~ + (1 ~ 2)] - - [~7.e~ + (e ~ ~, E, M , / . i~, L . L~)]

-5 ] [an'[F,un ÷ (u ~ c, t, g)J -- ½ [dnTJn -5 (d-+ s)].

(5.3)

In connection with the neutral currerts it is to be remembered (section 4) that
d'd' 5- rs's' -= dd -5 ~s
and
$'g' -5 Ft' + ?,'c' = ~og÷ h 5- ?,c.
Now for discussions of the phenomenological implications of the theotj~ it is
important to remember that the neutral bosons which are the eigeI3states of the
mechanical mass-matrix generated by spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking are
the A~, (photon), Z ~ and Zz~, introduced in eq. (3.30). We should thus write
the interactions in terms of these fields as well as the fields W~ ~, R~,±, Ht,, H~,*
introduced in section 3. Their masses are given in eq. (3.31). The interaction
of eq. (5.1) may thus be recast into the form:
- - L,., (q, .~) = -/~ { W~+ S~, ( W +) -5 Ru+ S. (R +) + H. Y~, (U) + h.c.} -5

5- eA~ Z~,(em) + A Zl~ J~ (Z,) 5- A Zso J, (Z2),
where, defining tan X =-- o ~ (2f'/v'3f),

~/3crf _ ~/3
e = ~-%/i-5a z , . f s i n x ;

(5.4)

we have

fl--

~/3

~ fcosx;f~=

Here J~, (era) stands for the electromagnetic current of Q =

1

"~f.

(Ga -5 ~13 G8)

and Jr, (Zx) ahd J~ (Z~) stand for the hermitian ~teutral currents of

[(

(5. 5)
-5 Go,

1
)
G~ -5 ~73 Gs

--~r ~ Go] and of [--Ga -5 "V/3 Gs], respectively. These ~:eutral currents do not
change strangenessY Defining
rx = ½ ~/x (1 + ~(~),

(5.6)

JJln achieving this we have essentially used the idea first put forward by Glashow, Illiopoulos and Maiani (1970).
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currents appearing in eq. (5.4):
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we write below the expressions for the

- - iJx (W +) = ~o Fxe + r,~ rxt~ + hlFxll + hs Fxls + PlFxvl + Os l~xva
- - a / ' x (d cos O+s sin 0) - - (~ cos ~ q- [ sil~ 4)/'x ( - - d sin 0 + s cos 0),
(5.7 a)

---iJx (R +) : P, I~xE + ~ FxM + h~FxL t + h~FxLs t PII~x V~ + P2T'xV~
- - i ' Fad' - - g ' srxs',

(5.7 b)

- - iJx (H) = ~I"xE + # PxM + [~I~xLx +

[WxLs

q- ~PxV1 + vs~rxV2--t' l~xu--~' Pxc',

(5.7 c)

iJx (em) =- [PI7xP~ + (1 ~ 2)] ~ [6],xe -t- (e -+ tz, E, M, l~, 1~, L a, La)]
-k ~- [a~'xU q- (u -+ c, t, g)] - - ½ [dTxd +

(d-+ s)],

(5.7 d)

- - iJx (Z1) = ~ [ 1 + (rz) [Pfl'xv, q- (v, ~ v~, n1, ns)]
- - -~ [6 {(1 ~ 5a '~) Yx ÷ (1 -I- (~2)YxYs}e + (e --~ #, E, M, 1~, 12,L~, L~)]

+ ½tP~ {(1 --2,;3 v~ + (1 + ~") vxw}p~ + (P~ ~ps)]
--½ [vfl'xvl q- (vx ~ vs, 1/1, V~] (1 + a z)

--~ [d {vx + (1 + ~) vxw} d + (d-+ s)]
+ ~ [a{l --3a~) yx q- (1 +cr~)Vx75}uq-(u~c,t,g)] ,

(5.7 e)

- - iJh (Za) = [0rxe + (e ~ / z , It,/2, vj., vs) ]
- - [/~rxE q- (E --> M, L~, L2, I/1, I/2)]

+ (--(tl~xu + i' I'xt' ~ '

~x c' + ~,' 2~x g').

(5.7f)

Note that Jx (H) is also all electricall2¢ neutral but non-hermitian current.
In terms cf the vector boson masse: of eq. (3.31), we may now identify the stardard four-fermion Fermi coupling consta~t G as
j.2
G = 4 % / ~ m ~ ( W ),
G = 1.026 × 10-~m~-2,
(5.8)
so that
1

-- 4 %/2 G.

(5.9)

We farther find using ¢.q~ (5.5);
mS ( w ) = m~ (R) = mS (H) = m~ (z2) >~ (43 Cev)s;
m 2 (Z1) >~ (86 GeV) 2.
6.

(5.10)

General phenomenological discussion

this s~otio~ we make some general phenomenological remarks on the implications of the theory proposed in the present work.
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(1) It is clear that the W+ -mediated weak interaction accounts for the standard
low energy weak interaction phenomena c,ccord,ng to the conventional V-A
theory with CVC and Cabibbo-suppression. It is intelesth~g to not,- the rather
natural maamer in which the Cabibbo-,,ngle 0 (a~).d ott'er possibh: mixing angles)
get incorporated i Jr the theory through the diagonalization of the quark mechanical
mass matrix ge,~erated by the spoata.~eous symmetry breakdown mechanism.
(2) The Zt-mediated weak ilJteract;oa should describe, (e.g.,) the neutral current
weak processes of the neutrinos. The relative amounts of V and A structures
will depe~ld oa the value of the p~rameter ~ (o; tan X) to be determined from L,xperiments. The iso~pit~ behaviour will also be determined by this paramettr. There,
are, of course, no stravge~ess-ehat~ging terms in the net, tral current.
(3) The Zz-mediated neutral curre~t weak i~teraction will be clearly far more
subtle lbr easy disez~tanglemertt in present ~,xperiments. Note that the current
Jx(Z~) rices not involve the _~leutrinos.
(4) Assuming that the leptons occurring iu the triplets .e4, ~ , .e 6 are all too heavy
fo: showing up at the presettt energies, we have only a theoretical reason for their
introduction so far. However, at least some of the other new leptons might be
playing important experime..~.tal roles already as indicated below.
(5) Tile charged leptons /1± may very well be the leptons recently suggested in
experime.~ts oa e + e- atmiililation (Perl et al 1975). Thus we can have their production by e+ e - ~ ' ? ' - +
l~+ l~-, followed by subsequent decays through the W:~mediated weak interaction : l~+ -+/z~ + v~, + h~, l~+ ~ e+ + v, + hx, etc., assuming
that the ueum, l counter-part of/1, the n~, is of a suitably lower mass.
(6) The recently obseTved " dilepton events" iJ~ neutrino interactions h~ high
eitergy macltine experimel~.ts (Beltvenuti et al 1975 bc ; Barish et al 1975 ; Deden
et al 1975; Blietschau et al 1976; yon Krogh et al 1976) are to be accounted for
by the production ' of the c and the t quarkr along with a/~- in v~, absorption and
the subsequent decays of th,.se into ~:- -¢- v~ or e+ + v, plus hadrons, both steps
via the W+-mediated weak interactions. The processes envisaged are rather
similar to those [see e.g., Sebgal and Zerwas (1976), Lee (1976)] iu the well
known U~ gauge theory with four quarks [Glashow et al (1970)].
(7) A particularly iatteresting feature of the theory is the possible explanation it
offers for the recently observed Kolar events [Krislmaswamy et al (1975)] in the
undergrottad cosmic ray experiments? We assume that the Kolar particle is
charged and is to be identifi~,d h~ our theory with either the lepton E or the lepton
M. This, iu fact, ~is the reason for putti~g the lepton triplets in the 3-representation and not in the }*-representation of SU~(W). If the Kolar particle is our
lepton E (E), then it ca~. only be produced by the electron-neutrinos v, (v°) and not
by the muon-~eutrinos v~,@~,). Its productio~ in machine experiments will thus
still be difficult. However, in cosmic rays a sizable fraction of the neutriI~os are
of the electron-type, so that there is vo difficulty there for its production. The
production of the Kolar particle will be due, in our tkeory, to the new weak
interaction mediated by the R ± vector bosons [eq. (5.7 b)] along with hadrons
carrying the heavy quarks t, g and c. There will thus be a correspon.dingly high
threshold. The most spectacular decay of the E, with three final charged particle
"In this connection see also the interesting discussion given by Sarma and
(1976) (and references made therein).
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tracks, will be through the H (t7) vector-bosot~ mediated new weak interaction
[eq. (5.7c)]: E--+ M- +tz+ + e-, E+ ~ M+ +tz- + e+, assumii~g that re(E)
> m (M). The M would then subsequently decay into a/, (or v~,) along with new
hadrons. It is also possible, of course, that the Kolar particle is the M (/14), t/rat
m (M) > m (E), m).d that it is produced by v~ (v~,) absorption amd decays spectacalarly as M + --> E + + t,+ + e-, M- ~ E- +/z- + e+ (among other less spectacular
decays), followed by the decays of tl~e E into e (or v,) and new hadrons. It is
important to note i~t this com~ection that, since according to eq. (3.31) the masses
m (H) and m (R) are equal to m (W), the effective weak coupling constat~ts relevant here have the same value as the Fermi coupling co~)sta~J.t. This should accotmt
for the large n.umber of Kolar eveats i~ relation to the older conventional events
initiated b) neutrinos in cosmic rays.
it is thus clear that, if the theory proposed here turns out to be relevant to
physics, it will imply the existe~..ce of a whole realm rich in ~ew weak interaction
phenomeme, some of which are perhaps already showiag up. It is also clear
that a proper quantitative evaluation of the implications of the theory can only
be made when a great deal of experimental work in the future (hopefully)
establishes the new quark-flavours a~td lepto~-types, and further determines the
detailed characteristics of the ~.ew phenomena with reasonable finality. For the
moment we shall have to be c o n t ~ t with the foregoia~.g rather gem.eral qualitative
remarks.
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Appendix A
We give here for iUustration a particularly simple example of the potential functioa V (~b):
V(4) = --too 2 T r ( T t W) + h1 [Tr ( T t W)jz

--h~ (~,j, ~,'P ~c~ ~c~ + b.c.).

(A. 1)

We make the displacemettt (assumil).g ~7 to be a real positive number):
~

T + ~7i: ~c~)_~ ~¢~)+ ~7~j,

(A.2)

at~d demand for con.sistel~cy (con.ditio~t for tile lteeded mi~dmum) that no terms
ILo.ear in the fields appear, so that we must put
m0" = 6~~ hv

(A. 3)

Remembering the representation
~v ~_ ½ A,p, + ½ A0(po + iao),
we then obtain (dropping the ~onstant terms)

(A.4)
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V(~) -+ h 1 [Tr (~gt 7.,)]2
+ 2h1~ [Tr ( T t T)] [Tr (~g + ~ t ) ] - - h z [~skd/t~) ~ ) ~,~ + h.c.]
+ ½ h2~Tp~~ + 2h27/Cro2 + 2(3hl~--h~) ~Tpo2.

(A.5)

By eq. (A. 3) hi is positive, a.ud if we take h~ also a positive number such that
h2 < 3hpT, we obtai~l masses for all the ten real scalar fields p,, P0, and go, while
the Goldstoi/.e fields 0a do l~ot make atl appearance.
Needless to say, we caal take V (~b) to be far more gealeral thaa~ the simple expression of eq. (A. 1) given here to illustrate the various relevant points made in
section 3.
Note added in p r o o f - - T w o earlier attempts at constructing SU3 ~) UI gauge
theories have come to our notice (Schecbter and Ueda 1973; G u p t a and Mani
1974). Our model differs from these in motivation, implementation and results.
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